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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This is a historical-fictional book of two
identical twins that were separated at birth and grew up in different circumstances. When Japan
bombed Pearl Harbor they both joined the Air Force; at different times. They came together at
Guadalcanal as two fighter pilots who looked similar but one was an officer and the other was a
Non-Commissioned Officer. The NCO pilot was part of the squadron that his twin commanded. The
other pilots noticed but were careful not to speak out and usually just looked for rank before they
spoke. The Japanese pilots were highly trained in tactics and had much better aircraft; the
Japanese ZERO was better than anything available. It could out run, out turn and climb to thirty
thousand feet and then dive on U. S. aircraft with immunity. Later Lockheed built the Lightning P-38
which could operate near the speed of sound and would out climb the Zero to thirty thousand feet
and then; the Land of the Rising Sun began to sink until the rising sun was hardly seen. The
Japanese Admiral Isoroku...
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Comprehensive information! Its this type of very good read. It is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. You are going to like how the article
writer compose this pdf.
-- Ma bel Cor win-- Ma bel Cor win

It in a single of my personal favorite ebook. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life span will likely be enhance once you
total reading this article publication.
-- Russ Mueller-- Russ Mueller
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